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 																				 																					 												For over 30 years, Eagle Pass MCDC has been a reliable leader in providing financial, business, and economic valuation analysis in commercial litigation, tax, and international trade matters.
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 																				 																					 												Eagle Pass MCDC is recognized as a reliable and leading expert in antidumping matters and trade remedy proceedings. Eagle Pass MCDC’s antidumping practice is the most experienced and successful available today.
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 																				 																					 												The expertise of Eagle Pass MCDC when it comes to transferring pricing has been recognized and relied on by some of the biggest companies around the world.
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      	  	  		  		    			  				  											Our Services

  																Eagle Pass MCDC specializes in the following services:

  									
  			
    			  							
    		
  		
  	
  			  	  		  				  			Valuation of assets
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 Eagle Pass MCDC performs a valuation of intellectual property, corporate restructuring, tax for businesses, as well as commercial litigation purposes.

 
 		Funding
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 Eagle Pass MCDC can help you find reliable, safe, and secure sources for funding to turn your business ideas into a reality and start earning from it.

 
 		Investments
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 Planning to invest but do not know how to get started with it? Eagle Pass MCDC can give professional and expert help and make the most out of it.

 
 		Contact us now
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 Every second is important, implement your business ideas now to grow your company, contact us and get our professional help.

 
 				  			
    				  			Business advice
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 Whether it is a start-up or a company that has been around for a while, Eagle Pass MCDC provides business advice to keep it growing.

 
 		Fund management
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 Put your assets and investments into safe hands with Eagle Pass MCDC. You can expect professional and expert fund managers to help you meet your goals.

 
 		Trading platforms
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 If you are also into trading, Eagle Pass MCDC can help you choose the best trading platforms so you can make the most out of it.
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  																Every second is important, implement your business ideas now to grow your company, contact us and get our professional help.
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  				What we do

 For more than 30 years, Eagle Pass MCDC has been the leader in providing foreign and domestic clients with the business, economic, and financial analysis as well as data processing professional services that are considered vital to the success of their companies. We typically work with the in-house experts of our clients’ companies to achieve goals.

 Eagle Pass MCDC specializes in trading platforms, investments, fund management, funding, and business advice. Eagle Pass MCDC has been involved in numerous successes of start-ups from different countries and industries throughout the years.

 These things made Eagle Pass MCDC a trusted and leading business and economics consultancy provider in the world.

 Eagle Pass MCDC also has a global network that enables it to promote links and partnerships between our clients from all corners of the world. Such links and partnerships would help them in meeting their goals and will also suggest new areas where growth can be achieved.

 We have reliable professional staff members who are experts and armed with years of experience in the industry. Eagle Pass MCDC’s ultimate goal is to help all business owners achieve their goals and reach greater heights.

 New Business Models for Slots Sites

 Websites featuring new slots are becoming increasingly popular. You might run into these great new games at various sites, and the number of online casinos featuring new slot games is just growing and growing. These websites are the latest expression of a new business model which focuses and revolves around the customer. This includes multiple apps, games and video content as well. Websites with new online slots are flexible and guarantee a top-notch user experience.

 The payment methods to play new slot games are numerous. You can use ewallets, credit cards or even Cryptocurrencies. Again, this business model offers maximum flexibility to new players and customers, allowing to play new games and pay quickly, swiftly and safely.

 New slot games can be found in many different casino sites online. It is no wonder that the online casinos are pushing these games, and they also feature the latest hi-tech innovations, such as VR, voice recognition and more. Nowadays there’s a huge competition between online casinos. The more latest slots the casino offers for its players, the more players it will also have. In addition to this, offering a wide array of safe payment methods, such as debit cards, credit cards and e-wallets, also helps creating a gaming experience that is tailor-,made for all kind of players.

 Our role is to help new and established slot operators define a successful business model which includes accurate and risk-free financial analysis and data processing to ensure success in every area – not only for gaming operators but also trading, finance and much more. As we stated before, we help start ups building their path to success, but we also built successful synergies through the years with established firms to help them conquer an even bigger market share.
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